This paper describes an e cient approach to pose invariant pictorial object recognition employing spectral signatures of image patches that correspond to object surfaces which are roughly planar. Based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), the a ne transform is decomposed into slant, tilt, swing, scale and 2D translation. Unlike previous log-polar representations which were not invariant to slant (i.e. foreshortening only in one direction), our log-log sampling con guration in the frequency domain yields complete a ne invariance. The images are preprocessed by a novel model based segmentation scheme that detects and segments objects that are a ne-similar to members of a model set of basic geometric shapes. The segmented objects are then recognized by their signatures using multi-dimensional indexing in a pictorial dataset represented in the frequency domain. Experimental results with a dataset of 26 models show 100% recognition rates in a wide range of 3D pose parameters and imaging degradations: 0 ?360 swing and tilt, 0 ?82 of slant (more than 1:7 foreshortening), more than 3 octaves in scale change, window-limited translation, high noise levels (0 dB) and signi cantly reduced resolution (1:5).
Introduction
This paper describes a method for pose invariant pictorial recognition of 3D objects employing frequency domain techniques. By the term pictorial recognition we mean that the recognition is achieved by matching in feature space a given image to a model dataset which consists of various object pictures. Even though such a pictorial model dataset contains only few aspects for each 3D object represented, it is still possible to achieve robust recognition of objects in a wide range of viewing directions and distances -if one employs pose invariant matching methods as illustrated in this paper. Hence, the number of pictures required to represent an object in the database could become quite small.
If we treat pixel values as real numbers, we can regard each picture of an object instance as a point in R M , where M is the number of pixels in the picture. As the parameters of the object's pose vary, the point in the M-dimensional space R M traces out an l-dimensional manifold, where l is the number of pose parameters. Additional parameters that relate to illumination and sensor characteristics may further increase the l-dimensionality. Di erent objects generate di erent manifolds in R M . In this setting, object recognition can be posed as nding the closest point of any of the manifolds to a given test image. If the point is close enough to one of the manifolds, we can claim that test images belong to a particular object whose manifold was the one matched. A representative work of this type was performed by Murase and Nayar ?] by creating the manifolds in a subspace spanned by a few principal eigenbases. Kriegman et al. used principal Fisherbases in his work ?] to achieve more discriminative power in separating di erent classes.
The problem with this approach is that such setting requires construction of a large number of very complex manifolds which correspond to changing views of objects as a function of their pose in space. A drastic simpli cation is necessary to render such an approach practically implementable. One feasible suggestion is to nd a pictorial representation which is invariant to the largest number of pose parameters. For each parameter eliminated, we can reduce the dimensionality and simplify the overall representation.
Many approaches have been suggested in the area of invariant pictorial representation and recognition. Best tting to the real problem are methods employing perspective projection invariants. Such is the work of Jacobson and Wechsler ?] who employed 4D Wigner distribution ?] combined with back projection to achieve perspective invariance in 6 dimensional search space. Since perspective invariance leads to unmanageable complexity (of 4D correlation in 6D search space), it is advantageous to approximate the perspective transformation by simple ones such as the a ne transformation. Although a ne transformation is only an approximation of perspective transformation, it re ects quite accurately the real 3D geometric distortions of a planar object when the dimensions of the object are relatively small compared with the distance between the imaging system and the object itself. Several previous works suggested a ne invariant recognition of planar objects based on invariant moments ?] ?] and contours ?] ?]. In real imagery, both types of methods require accurate segmentation and edge grouping and therefore they are quite sensitive to illumination, noise, clutter, partial occlusion and perspective geometrical distortions. On the other hand, our approach which is based on representing the pictorial dataset in the frequency domain has a few advantages. First, it eliminates planar translation e ects in the imaging plane by considering only the magnitude of the Fourier (or Gabor) transform. Second, the representation of noise and clutter in the frequency domain can be easily ltered and removed. And third, as demonstrated in Section ??, the frequency based signatures are quite tolerant to distortions that arise from inaccurate segmentation, multiplicative illumination e ects and the actual perspective imaging.
Once the planar translation e ects are removed from the representation, the next task is to achieve invariance to the other pose parameters, i.e. the three rotational degrees of freedom and the remaining translation parameter, i.e. translation normal to the imaging plane (translation along the optical axis). In Section ?? and in ?] ?] ?] ?] ?], we show that if we limit ourselves to pose-invariant recognition of planar objects and surfaces, the above parameters can be represented by slant, tilt, swing and scale parameters 1 . By the term slant, we refer to the angle between the normals to the image plane and the object-plane. The tilt is de ned as the angle between the X-axis in the image plane and the axis of intersection of the object-plane with the image plane (tilt axis). In an orthographic projection of planar shapes, slant causes foreshortening only along the normal to the tilt axis in the image plane, while distances along the tilt axis remain unaltered. Previous approaches developed for pictorial recognition which are based on log-polar representations in the frequency domain ?] ?] ?] ?] or in the spatial domain ?] are not invariant to uneven distortion caused by foreshortening. The log-polar con guration is invariant only to scale and rotation, i.e. similarity transformation. However, the similarity transform is only a subset of the complete a ne transform and cannot represent all the geometric distortions caused by orthographic projection. Other approaches which are based on appearance were using spatial combination of Gabor derivatives ?], Minimum Description Length ?], or adaptive mask ?]. These works achieved only invariance to limited similarity transforms or to illumination variations but no invariance to uneven scaling was reported.
In this paper, an a ne-invariant representation is achieved by sampling the frequency domain representation in a novel con guration which is logarithmic in two orthogonal axes, i.e log-log con guration. As elaborated Section ?? the log-log con guration is invariant to translation, slant and scale. Invariance to the remaining degrees of freedom i.e. to tilt and swing (rotation around the optical axis) is attained by a union of swung log-log con gurations. As described in Section ?? and in ?] ?] ?], it is feasible to derive the spectral signatures by several methods that include short-term Fourier transform, Gabor transform and also two dimensional Gaussian derivatives. All these methods are intended to obtain a spatially local representation of image patches in the frequency domain. Local representation enables independent recognition of several image patches in the same image. Hence, an object which is composed of several roughly planar surfaces can be robustly recognized by recognizing a few of its surfaces or parts.
We choose to use the Gabor kernels since Gabor functions yield the smallest conjoint space-bandwidth product permitted by the uncertainty principle of Fourier analysis ?] ?].
This allows us to derive local frequency characteristics of image patches since Gabor kernels form a complete basis for signal representation. Since the local Gabor signature obtained is still sensitive to location of the centers, we develop in Section ?? a model based a ne invariant segmentation method. This approach enables the segmentation of image regions with predetermined shape (rectangular, circular etc.) with any a ne distortion. The segmentation method is based on image convolution with a set of basis functions derived by Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) transform. To achieve more accurate segmentation, an additional stage of active contour matching is also included. The signature of each segmented region is then derived independently and objects can be recognized even in cluttered scenes as demonstrated in Section ??.
In Section ?? we provide a mathematical description of the a ne invariant representation both in the spatial and frequency domains. In Section ?? we describe the recognition techniques and in Section ?? we illustrate the experiments which achieve quite a robust recognition in a wide range of viewing conditions. 1 In this paper, we use the terms \slant" and \tilt" to denote plane rotations in orthographic projection. To avoid confusion, we comment that these terms are usually employed in the context of perspective projections.
A ne-Invariant Spectral Signatures (AISSs)
Our overall approach is based on pictorial recognition of image patches that correspond to object surfaces that are approximately planar. As elaborated later, object surfaces can be recognized in a general 3D pose. The class of objects that can be recognized is not limited to convex objects and also includes concave objects or objects with holes, etc. As long as an object has at least one approximately planar surface with distinctive features, it may be recognized by this approach. As experimental results demonstrate in Section ??, many non-planar objects which have approximately at shapes such as hands, airplanes, etc. are robustly recognized with our approach as well.
We use the a ne transformation to simulate transformation of a planar shape that undergoes 3D rotation and 3D translation, and is then orthographically projected onto the image plane and scaled (reduced or increased in size). A point X = (x; y) T in the coordinate system of the shape is a ne-transformed to a point in imaging plane's coordinate system X a = (x a ; y a ) T , slant, scale and swing (rotation around the optical axis). To represent 3D rotation of a plane it is necessary to use slant and tilt transformations in which the shape is posed on a plane which is slanted and tilted with respect to the imaging plane. Slant angle is measured between the normals of the imaging and shape planes. Tilt is de ned as the angle between the the X-axis in the imaging plane and line L created by the intersection of the imaging and shape planes (the tilt axis L). Here When a planar object undergoes a ne transformation, the frequency spectrum of its image is also transformed by a similar set of transformations. Given a function f(X) with 
Thus, the e ect of a ne transformation on the spectrum is almost the same as that of the a ne transform on the object in spatial domain except for two major di erences: First, the spectrum is inversely scaled and slanted. Secondly, shape translations parallel to the image plane do not a ect the spectrum. are easier to estimate from the relative shift between our spectral signatures N(! 1 ; ! 2 ; ) and N a (! 1 ; ! 2 ; ) in (! 1 ; ! 2 ) plane. Hence, the signature N a (! 1 ; ! 2 ; ) from the a ne transformed object is a shifted version of the signature N(! 1 ; ! 2 ; ) from the object itself except for a scalar jCj. The shift in the 2D signature plane (! 1 ; ! 2 ) directly depends on the slant and the scale included in the a ne transformation. In order to account for the remaining two rotational degrees of freedom, i.e. swing and tilt, we generate for the a ne transformed object a set of signatures fN a (! 1 ; ! 2 ; 1 ); 0 < 1 < 360 g which have equally spaced orientations and which span the range of 360 degrees. A set of signatures fN(! 1 ; ! 2 ; 2 ); 0 < 2 < 360 g for the model are also created in the same way. Among the set of pictorial signatures generated, there exists one which matches the signature of the model object except for a translation in the (! 1 ; ! 2 ) plane -which represents scale and slant di erences. Figure ? ? displays a block diagram of the overall system. The image is correlated with a set of Gabor kernels. The frequencies of the kernels are derived from a logarithmic sampling according to Eq. (??) and Eq. (??). This set is centered at various`interest locations' which correspond to approximate centers of prominent image patches 2 . A set of spectral signatures is then generated. Each signature represents a local image patch. These signatures are then independently recognized using Multidimensional Indexing (MDI). The 3D pose (slant, tilt, swing and scale) of each recognized patch is also obtained as a byproduct.
The a ne-invariant representation is based on a set of elliptical 2D Gabor kernels de ned as g fx;fy; l mn (x; y) = e ?j2 ( 
where the geometric ratio > 1 and the smallest standard deviation 0 are constants. The indices m and n de ne a signature space (m; n) and also determine the sampling points in the (! 1 ; ! 2 ) plane for a given set of 0 , f x and f y . In addition, the Gabor in Eq. (??) is modulated in two orthogonal axes (which have orientation l denoted by X l and Y l ) by a complex sinusoid with periods proportional to the deviations of corresponding Gaussian pro le. The parameter l denotes the orientation of the kernel and uniformly spans the range 0; 360) degrees in discrete steps l = 1:::N .
The above scheme generates a subset of modulated Gaussian kernels K fx;fy; l = fg fx;fy; l mn ; m; n = 1:::N g with identical orientation l and identical frequency coe cients (denoted by f x and f y ), but with varying aspect ratio and size (indexed by Xm and Yn ). For each orientation l , we have a cumulative subset K l of kernels which includes all the frequency coe cients, i.e., f x ; f y = 1:::N f . The complete set of kernels K consists of the union of all the subsets K l swung to di erent orientations l ; l = 1::N that uniformly span 360 degrees. In practice it is required only to generate kernels that span one quadrant (90 degrees) of orientation. All the other kernels can be constructed from this reduced set using symmetry properties. An example of one subset of kernels K l with l = 0 degrees is illustrated in composed of the correlation (projection) coe cients of all the kernels. Explicitly, S fx;fy; l ( Xm ; Yn ) = j < g fx;fy; l mn (x; y); I(x; y) > j (10) for m; n = 1:::N , where j j denotes modulus of a complex number.
The property of slant-invariance arises from the fact that when the image patch corresponds to a slanted shape, say in axis X l , its signature S fx;fy; l shifts in the direction of the slant, i.e. ! 1 , with respect to the signature of the unslanted shape. Also, when the shape is scaled, all the signatures fS fx;fy; l ; l = 1:::N g shift equally, i.e. diagonally, in the (! 1 ; ! 2 ) plane. Hence, any combined slant and scale results in a corresponding shift in the (! 1 ; ! 2 ) plane. Fig. ? ? illustrates these properties of the signature. Fig. ? ? displays contour plots of the signature of the airplane model and the corresponding signature when the airplane is slanted by 60 degrees with a tilt of 15 degrees. It is easily observed (see the labels A and B on the plots displayed for easy registration) that the signature does not change except for a translation in the (! 1 ; ! 2 ) plane. The translation between a model signature and the image signature can be used to compute the relative 3D pose between the two. The di erence in ! 1 and ! 2 can be directly translated into relative slant and scale. The other angular pose parameters of tilt and swing can also be retrieved as described below. The X and Y coordinates are derived from the image, and the depth parameter can be derived from the scale.
Since shapes can be slanted and tilted in any orientation in space, one has to generate a subset of kernels for each tilt direction and for each orientation, which forms two rotational degrees of freedom. These two degrees of freedom are dealt with by using the complete set of kernels K both for the model signature and for the image signature. This is demonstrated in Fig. ? ?, where it is shown that even if the model is tilted and swung, there is exact correspondence between four of the model signatures (marked by labels A through D) and four of the image signatures (marked by labels A' through D'). This invariance to swing and tilt is possible only because both the model and the image are processed by subsets of Hence, the combined set of kernels K, composed of all the subsets K l su ciently covers scale, slant, tilt, swing, and translation, i.e. all a ne transformation parameters that simulate the scaled orthographic projection.
A ne-Invariant Recognition by Multi-Dimensional Indexing
Our recognition scheme is based on the a ne-invariant nature of the spectral signatures described in Section ??. As explained above, when the shape is slanted with a tilt axis of orientation l , the signature S fx;fy; l -which corresponds to the tilt orientation l -undergoes simple shifts in the (! 1 ; ! 2 ) plane that correspond to scale and slant transformations. The purpose of the indexing scheme is to robustly identify the image patch from its set of signatures. Each signature S fx;fy; l corresponds to a combination of orientation l and the frequency coe cients f x ; f y . A robust recognition scheme is required since the signatures could be partially distorted due to illumination variations, due to the discrete nature of the orientation or due to the limited range of scales. Furthermore, irrelevant clutter in the receptive eld and partial occlusion can result in additional distortions. In order to overcome these signature distortions, we implement a voting scheme using the spectral signatures, based on MDI ?]. MDI basically relies on the same principles as the geometric hashing method ?]. The main di erence is that the indices for the hash table have few dimensions which correspond to few invariant shape characteristics. The low dimensionality of geometric hashing causes overcrowding of bins, and the hash table sometimes saturates even with a small number of objects. On the other hand, MDI improves the robustness of the recognition (which is expressed as the ratio of the highest vote to the next highest vote). This result was also observed by ?]. The innovation of our indexing scheme is that it is implemented in the frequency domain using spectral signatures. Additional merits of MDI are that the retrieval size of the database is considerably increased, the overcrowding of bins in the hash table is almost eliminated, and coarser quantization can be used without reducing discrimination. We experimentally found that the large dimensionality in the indexing space does not signi cantly increase the search times. In our indexing scheme, the hash table is updated by each model using all its signatures S fx;fy; l . 11-dimensional indices are generated for the models ( to each index, an additional nine dimensional information vector is also attached). Every index corresponds to a pair of points in the signature space (n; m) with respect to three pairs of di erent relative frequencies (f x ; f y ). The indices are based on the following parameters: the o set of the second point with respect to the rst point (two dimensions), the directions of the gradients of the signature at these two points (six dimensions), the amplitude ratios of the signature values at these two points (three dimensions). A hash table is used to store all the indices and the additional information vectors of the models. The additional information vectors include elements such as the angle l of the kernels and the coordinates of the rst point (n; m) that are used for deriving pose information. The relative pose, which corresponds to relative shift of the rst points of model indices with respect to the rst points of object indices in n and m, and the angles of the kernels are derived in the process of indexing as byproducts. These numbers can subsequently be translated to the relative slant, tilt, scale and swing between the image patch and the model. In Eq. (??), we see that the a ne transform introduces a pose dependent shift of the signatures as well as a scalar jCj. Using the ratio of amplitudes as part of the multi-dimensional index eliminates the e ect of this scalar and also yields invariance to multiplicative variations of image intensity.
Experimental Results

Recognition of Single Patch Isolated Objects
This section describes experimental results using the above mentioned approach for a neinvariant recognition. In these experiments, according to the notation of Eq. (??) in Section ??, the kernels g fx;fy; l mn (x; y) employ a set of Standard Deviations f Xm ; Yn = 8:::24g, a set of relative frequency coe cients f(f x ; f y ) = (1; 1); (4; 4); (7; 7)g, and 24 orientations l in steps of 7.5 degrees. For a given image patch I(x; y), a set of spectral signatures S fx;fy; l is generated by correlating it with the above kernels. Figure 6 : 26 model objects in the dataset. Close to 100% recognition is achieved over a wide range of slant, tilt, scale, and swing. Note that many of the models (such as hands) are quite similar in appearance and are still correctly classi ed.
As elaborated in Section ??, these signatures are used along with a MDI scheme for a ne-invariant recognition. For each model to be included in the hash table, signatures are generated using the kernels g fx;fy; l mn (x; y), and the set of 11-dimensional indices are computed. Each index is included as an entry in the hash table along with the pose parameters of the model, represented by n, m and l . Given an image patch to be recognized invariant to a ne transformation, its signatures and 11-dimensional indices are generated in an identical fashion. These indices are then compared with indices in the hash table and each matching We use a dataset of 26 objects (displayed in Fig. ? ?) in our initial experiments. Since the experiments are mainly performed to test the pictorial a ne invariant recognition scheme in this paper, every object in the dataset is considered as a single patch. These models consist of randomly selected, real gray-level images (128 128) Robust recognition is achieved over a range of more than 3 octaves of scaling, slant angles of more than 80 degrees (foreshortening ratio of 1:7), and image swing and shape tilt of 360 degrees. Two of the successfully recognized test images are displayed in Fig. ? ?.
In recognition experiments in varied scale, as illustrated in Fig. ? ?, the method achieves 100% recognition rate even when images are down scaled by 2.5 octaves. It should be noted that the images scaled halfway in between the decimation interval for our Gabor kernels are still correctly recognized. The maximum error in pose estimation is 1.09 of the scale factor. In swing and tilt experiments, the recognition rates are examined for the full 360 and are found to be 100%. Due to the constant recognition rates, graphs are not presented for tilt and swing. In slant experiments, the images are foreshortened only in one direction. Minimal foreshortening factor is around 0.0743, which corresponds to a slant angle of 85.4 degrees. Fig. ? ? shows the correct recognition rates for di erent slant angles. Figure ? ? illustrates three test images that are noisy versions of the corresponding model in Fig. ? ?. Experiments are carried out with additive white noise, low-frequency colored noise (normalized low pass cuto frequency = =2), and high-frequency colored noise (normalized high pass cuto frequency = =2). For each kind of noise, we experimentally nd the largest noise level at which successful recognition with correct pose estimation is obtained. As seen in Fig. ? ?, the test image is successfully recognized in all three cases at very high noise levels, demonstrating that the scheme is quite robust to additive noise. The Gabor kernels capture the image information mostly in the low and middle frequencies, and thus the scheme is almost insensitive to high-frequency noise (Fig. ??(c) , SNR=-17 dB) since this noise is outside the frequency range of the kernels. The scheme is also quite resistant to white noise (up to SNR=-1.8 dB), and less resistant (up to SNR=5dB) to low-frequency noise for the same reason. Thus, we can conclude that the overall recognition scheme is quite robust to the e ects of additive noise and clutter. Fig. ? ? gives the correct recognition rates for white-noise corrupted images with di erent levels of SNR.
In order to explain the surprisingly good recognition in high frequency noise, we demonstrate the e ects of high frequency noise on the signature in Fig. ? ?(a) and Fig. ? ?(b). As observed, the noisy signature in Fig. ? ?(b) (which corresponds to picture in Fig. ? ?(c)) is changed only at the high frequency boundaries while the center and low frequencies remain almost unaltered compared to the signature in Fig. ? ?(a). This explains why the computer is still able to recognize the image in Fig. ? ?(c) which looks completely noisy to the human eye.
Figures ??(b-d) illustrate test images that have reduced resolution with respect to the model image in Fig. ? ?(a) (which is 128 128 in size). Experiments were performed over all the 26 models for each of these resolutions. To simulate a ne transformation in addition to the e ects of reduced resolution, all the test images correspond to model images and are scaled by a factor of 0.8 and swung by 30 degrees. Over all the 26 models in the dataset, the medium resolution (64 64) set of test images (see Fig. ? ?(b)) yields 100% successful recognition with the correct pose estimated in all tests. In the low resolution (32 32) experiments of Fig. ??(c) , 96% of the test images were successfully recognized along with accurate pose estimation. These results show that the representation and recognition scheme is quite robust to signi cant degradation that correspond to lower resolution. Such degradation could occur from large viewing distances. In Fig. ? ?, the correct recognition rates under di erent levels of resolution reduction are given.
Recognition of Multiple Patches and Non-Isolated Objects Using Model Based Segmentation
In all the experiments described in Section ??, we consider every image as a single patch. For recognition of multiple objects in one image, we rst have to obtain the spectral signature for every local patch. Several works have been published on appearance based detection ?] ?]. These works achieve good results in matching stored shapes to image shapes (employing eigenspace matching). However, these methods do not accommodate for signi cant geometric distortions that may arise from imaging viewpoint variations and do not detect generic shapes. In contrast, our objective is to detect and segment generic objects and surfaces in cluttered images even if they are partially occluded. The purpose of the segmentation stage is not recognition but signature extraction especially of non-isolated objects. We defer the task of recognition to the AISS described in Section ??. As demonstrated further in this section, the employment of edge information makes the segmentation method quite robust to partial occlusion, noise, clutter etc.
Most objects encountered in daily life are composed of a number of primitive standard parts ?]. Hence, it's assumed that a large set of man made objects (which include most objects in our model dataset) can be approximately represented by a small set of standard primitives. In our case, we prefer simple primitives such as squares, semicircles etc. that can approximate many man made at surfaces. For generic detection of such primitives in the image, it is advantageous to use only their major boundaries (edges) since this information is more stable in varying conditions of illumination. Moreover, detection of partially occluded boundaries is more feasible than a partial shape. Due to viewpoint variations, each standard shape may have di erent appearances in the image. For example, a square may appear as a rectangle with di erent aspect ratios or as a parallelogram with di erent orientations and aspect ratios. The set of possible appearances can be approximated by a ne transformations of the corresponding standard shape. If the boundary of the standard shape is denoted as M(x; y), then the set of possible appearances of M(x; y) can be obtained by = f i ; i = A i M(x; y) ; i = 1 N a g (11) fA i ; i = 1 N a g is a set of a ne transforms that generate all the possible appearances of the standard shape. In addition to applying the a ne transformations, every element in this set describes the boundary with a wide strip to allow for local boundary variations (as in We choose to employ here the Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) transform which is commonly used as an optimal compression technique for images. For this application, the K-L transform is employed to compress the set and a subspace is created by the principal eigentemplates The energy map E(x; y) signi es the likelihood that a possible appearance of the standard shape M(x; y) exists at location (x; y). Fig. ? ? shows the correlation of the edge map with the K-L based set of eigentemplates. As seen in Fig. ? ?, sharp peaks are obtained for a slanted semi-circle (Fig. ??(a) ) and a rectangle (Fig. ??(b) ). The peaks of the correlation provide a robust model based segmentation of the image as illustrated in Fig. ??(a) . It also provides an a ne invariant initial identi cation of the primitives in the image and their poses. Another example is shown in Fig. ? ? for the detection of multiple parallelograms in the image. Although the image has severe background clutter, all the major shapes are correctly detected and segmented. A third example is shown in Fig. ? ?, which includes a number of ellipses and parallelograms. Although these shapes are partially occluded and embedded in severe additive noise, all the shapes are still detected quite accurately.
For each local peak in the energy map, the candidate appearance can be found by projecting the local edge map onto the subspace spanned by the principal eigentemplates and searching for the maximum inner product between the projections of the edge map and the strip models as follows: 
Since all the possible appearances are represented using strips with a xed fractional width 3 , the segmentation obtained provides only approximate boundaries in the rst stage. 3 The width of the strip is about 10% of the dimension of the shape. This entails a second segmentation stage for more accurate segmentation. Here, we apply the active contour approach ?] to match the exact shape beneath it. One should note that the rst segmentation stage is necessary since the active contour approach is not capable of standard-generic shape detection and can lock onto the correct boundary only if it is the nearest local minima. It means that the active contour stage must be initialized within a few pixels in a cluttered scene. Fig. ? ?(b) shows the nal result of segmentation of the image.
The primitive parts are also found the same way in the model dataset. The signatures of the segmented parts in the image are then matched with the primitive parts of the models using AISS. Since the parts are segmented and isolated, the signatures obtained are not a ected by neighboring objects and the background. For example, we display the objects that match rectangular primitives in our 26 model dataset of Fig. ? ? and their matching scores with the segmented mouse in Fig. ? ?. Even though the segmentation of the mouse in Fig. ? ? (b) includes small parts of the airplane wings, the matching scores of the signatures clearly classi es it correctly. Based upon the segmentation results, the airplane and the mouse are successfully recognized. Our recognition scheme is run on a Pentium Pro (200 MHz) personal computer. 28224 eleven dimensional indices are generated for each image patch. In the experiments of isolated object recognition, average recognition time is around 20 seconds. It takes around 3. 
Conclusion
We present here a robust approach for a ne-invariant object recognition by pictorial recognition of image patches that correspond to object surfaces that are roughly planar. Each surface can be recognized separately invariant to its 3D pose, employing novel A ne-Invariant Spectral Signatures (AISSs). The 3D-pose invariant recognition is achieved by correlating the image with a novel con guration of Gabor kernels and extracting local spectral signatures. The local spectral signature of each image patch is then matched against a set of pictorial models using Multi-Dimensional Indexing in the frequency domain. A ne-invariance of the signatures is achieved by a new log-log sampling con guration in the frequency domain which can be represented by short-term Fourier transform or by Gabor transform in two orthogonal axes. In our experiments, we nd that spectral signatures have a signi cant discriminative power even without phase information. 100% correct a ne-invariant recognition is obtained in a range of more than 3 octaves of scaling and slant angles of more than 80 degrees, with image swing and shape tilt of 360 degrees with a dataset of 26 gray-level models. Experiments also reveal that the method works with severe additive white or colored noise (SNR of -17 dB to 5 dB), degraded resolution and minor occlusions. To overcome the problem of recognition of non-isolated objects, we develop a model based segmentation scheme. This scheme detects and extracts signatures of isolated image regions which are a ne projections of a set of basic geometric shapes such as rectangle, triangle, semicircle etc. We must mention that our approach in this paper has several limitations. Firstly, it is limited to a ne invariant recognition of at objects or objects that have planar surfaces. Evidently, when the objects are too close to the camera, the approximation of perspective projection by a ne transformation may not be valid. In addition, our a ne invariant signatures are generated from the image spectrum. Even though our experiments show that spectral amplitude is quite discriminative, it is still possible that the missing phase information may cause some ambiguities where two di erent images have the same spectrum. In such cases 4 , the ambiguity has to be resolved using other features such as the boundaries obtained from our model based segmentation. Another point relates to memory requirements. Since our multidimensional indices are generated from 2D signatures at di erent orientations for each object, the number of objects that can be stored in the hash table is quite smaller than the number of 2D signatures in the table. This does not saturate our tables since multidimensional indexing allows for a huge number of models ?]. However, memory requirement may be improved with additional work. We also plan to extend our system by developing a system for recognition of articulated objects by the con guration of recognized planar patches.
